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Introduction
HexRoast is a modern play-to-earn
project with a free game entry.
There are 2 types of battle in the game: a team game (6X6)
and a battle royale for 12 players (every player fights
for themselves, while the map gradually di-minishes).
The team game will be launched at the first stage of the
game, the battle royale will come second.
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Hexroast World
World history
The chronicles of the magical arts in the Keodian Empire
date from time im-memorial. Pioneered by a group
of adventurous students who took much inter-est in
miscellaneous stories on divination of the village elders,
the Academy of Magic eventually transformed into an
imposing tower rising into the sky. Later on, the tower was
deservedly granted the «Pearl of Keodian» title. Rumor has
it that the tower’s peak is discernible from any corner of the
world, while its az-ure lights serve as the beacon of hope for
travelers who lost their bearings in the night.
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As one would expect, practically the entire population of
the Empire aban-doned the old feuds. Men and women,
beastmen and elves alike were all united by a common
endeavor to harness the power that would drive powerful
magi-cal creatures off their centuries-old havens, feed the
hungry and give a home to the destitute.
In a matter of years, there were not enough places in the
Academy. Branches began to appear, each of which had
several schools.
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Essence of Magic
Over the course of several centuries, magical art has
undergone a dramatic transformation. A host of dangerous
spells have been banned (for some reason, it occurred to
few people, that if one calls the ‘wrath of heaven’, a lightning
will strike indiscriminately), plenty of good ones enriched
the magicians’ rep-ertoire. The general principles, however,
remained intact.
From the textbook «The Basics of the Great and Beautiful
Mysteries of Witch-craft»:

not be as explicit, but anyone is bound to sense the power
they emanate.
Creating tools for facilitation of wizardry has become an
essential task. Incan-tations were written with a simple
enchanted twig and required a lot of mental and physical
effort. Few could design an efficient tool - true craftsmen
of blacksmithing and jewelry, so wands were held in high
regard and were often passed on from generation to
generation within one dynasty.

“Magic is nothing but a command to the whole world
surrounding us. A state-ment that the universe must obey.
The main talent of any wizard is thus their oratory. It does
not matter whether a wizard does the public speaking or
navi-gates their way through the thin fabric of existence
with a magic wand; without winning verbal battles, they will
have to kneel before their opponent. A real wizard might
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Game events
When the newly opened branches began overflowing with
students, most rec-tors opted for competitive selection.
Several options were tried: a written exam (it turned out
that, while writing out fire spells, particularly gifted students
set the tables on fire. Naturally, they passed an exam
successfully, but eventually the format was abandoned),
a sports tournament (again, it was unclear how many
points to assign if the wizard hit the target with a spell, but
left a huge crater instead of a field, to boot) and others.
Eventually the rectors decided that the most reliable way
to select the fittest is the battle of magicians with strictly
regulated rules and the range of permitted spells. Each
school gathered its graduating class in a pre-prepared area,
far away from cities and villages, where participants had
to pick teams and fight their opponents. It immediately
became apparent that the battle should have a time limit,
so the area available to the participants was gradually
limited by the organizers.
At first, there was much fear and little appreciation of
the event on the part of the residents. No matter how
far away is the battle, there is a chance that while picking
mushrooms, a stray bolt of fire might hit you right in the
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back. Be-sides, the graduates always made quite a stir. One
day a village magic school teacher decided to familiarize
his students with their future destiny. He stepped out
into the courtyard and projected the battle onto the sky
for everyone to see. An hour later, all the villagers and
other residents were watching the spectacle. Since the
tournaments were rather frequent, this spawned a local
tradition. One day, a wandering merchant caught a glimpse
of the spectacle and soon the news spread around the
district. More experienced wizards now also wanted to partake in the tournament. The branch agreed to provide them
with a venue, since the possibility of causing any significant
damage with the range of permitted spells seemed
improbable; besides, magic greatly facilitates the process of
tidy-ing up.
Seasoned magicians agreed to be divided into teams by
lot so as to create a lev-el playing field. Since unlike former
schoolchildren, many of them were on another level in
terms of their witchcraft.
As such competitions gained popularity, there appeared
sponsors. They were willing to provide financial rewards
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to the winners, especially when the wizard did well and
looked spectacular at the same time. To grab the spotlight,
many participants dressed up in the best costumes that the
tailors of the Empire could design. To increase the tension,
sponsors distributed rewards across battlefields in advance.
Moreover, searching for wizards following the tournament
happen-ing miles away was no mean feat.
Opportunistic merchants were after scattered money, they
furtively made their way to the battlefield and waited until
it was cut off completely. There were attempts at fighting
them, but all futile. The sponsors even seemed to enjoy
it, since they wanted a show, not a fair battle. The only
rule was the ban to take any purchases after the battle’s
end, since there had already been several inci-dents of
charging an exorbitant amount of money for trinkets which
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merchants claimed to be ‘the battle trophy of Alexander
the Flamboyant, which enabled him to win the last year’s
tournament’. Following such incidents, the best par-ticipants
ended their careers, while the competition got less exciting.
The village that held the tournament became rich and
turned into a training site for future participants. The show
was rather ridiculous, with magicians facing each other and
shouting pompous phrases to memorize them. The local
boys dubbed the spectacle a “Magic roast”, a little later it
stuck and gave name to the tournament itself.
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Gameplay
Free-to-Play
The game is based on free-to-play concept which means
that everyone can par-ticipate the game. Players do not
need to buy any characters or NFT attributes to start the
game. However additional items in the inventory allow the
players to be more effective during the game and gain
more reward.

The game is subdivided into seasons and each season
introduces new mechanics \ gameplay modifications.
(For more information on the game seasons see the
corresponding section.)

Team game mode
A 12-player map with two teams of 6 players. The team with
the most enemy kills wins a match. 6 players of the winning
team receive a reward.

Team game mode
A 12-player map. The winner is the one who took
1st place. The TOP 6 players receive a reward in
the form of game coins.
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Gameplay

HexRoast is a browser game. The main coin of the HRM
project operates on the Binance Smart Chain network in
the BEP-20 protocol and circulates freely with the game
creators’ liquidity pool on the: https://pancakeswap.finance/
ex-changer.
All money earned in the game can be instantly cashed out
and exchanged for BUSD (the dollar equivalent in the crypto
industry).
All chests from the NFT project can be purchased with game
coins EXCLU-SIVELY, which supports the coin rate.
All new characters can be purchased with game coins
EXCLUSIVELY, which also supports the coin rate.
The coin rate is supported by the oracle system, which
means that the price of chests and slots in $ remains the
same, while the number of coins fluctuates de-pending on
the coin rate on the market). This system allows balancing
the coin rate.
Purchasing of chests or characters does not provide any
advantage in the game.
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Earnings and game mechanics
Every player registered on HexRoast with a MetaMask wallet
has 7 free games per day. One can continue playing after
that, but the profit decreases by factor of 5. The number of
free games can be increased by purchasing NFT game artifacts (see the corresponding section).
There is a system of protection against multiaccounts. For
example, it is only possible to register one account with one
IP. There are other internal mecha-nisms that the project
team does not wish to disclose.
Earnings depend solely on the skills of a player. It is virtually
impossible to create bots for such a game, so all players will
be authentic.
The opponent selection system operates at random, which
ensures against match-fixing, matches with friends that
do not play fair. This system selects players with different
playing skills in a way that creates games pretty much equal
opponents.
There is only one game mode in the first season – a team
game.

Gameplay

Team game mode with 12 players participating
There are 2 teams of 6, after being killed players
respawn. There is a time lim-it.
There are bags of gold scattered around the map.
By collecting the bags and killing opponents, a player
receives gold on their game account.
With this gold a player can buy in-game bonus collectibles,
which give an ad-vantage in defense, damage, etc.
NFT collectibles that fall out of chests outside
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the game – do not affect the character in a current match.
Thus, the players who make in-game purchases for real
money do not have any advantage in matches, but they
do receive other bonuses (see the corresponding section).
The team with the most enemy kills wins a match.
Only the winning team receives «HRM» coins. At the end of
the match, the 6 players of the winning team receive coins
on their game account.

Place on the winning
team (team game)

Percentage of the coins at the end of the
match which are credited to the game account

1

100%

2

50%

3

35%

4

20%

5

15%

6

10%

Gameplay

Battle royale with 12 players participating
The game map gradually diminishes, while the opponents kill each other off.
At the end, only one player remains on the map and becomes a winner.
Mechanics with NFT collectibles and bags of gold – are like those in the first game mode.
At the end of the game, game coins are distributed according
to the place play-ers took in the match.
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Place on the winning
team («Battle royale»)

Percentage of the coins at the end of the match
or at the moment when a character gets killed
which are credited to the game account

1

100%

2

50%

3

35%

4

20%

5

15%

6

10%

7-12

0%

Gameplay

The number of coins in bags and the number of coins that
are given for killing a character in a match are calculated
automatically by the oracle system, de-pending on the value
of the game coin on the exchanger https://pancakeswap.
finance/. Its value might change throughout the day.
There are also coin multipliers after the end of the game.
These are NFT col-lectibles and are described thoroughly in the
corresponding section.
After the end of the match, the coins are credited to the
game wallet. HRM coins are cashed out at the rate of 1 to
1 via MetaMask, but there are certain restrictions. When
one cashes coins out immediately, the commission is 50%.
Each day the withdrawal fee decreases and on the 40th day
it amounts to 0%. The number of days can be reduced by
purchasing NFT collectibles (see the corresponding section).
After cashing out the «HRM» coin via MetaMask, it can be
exchanged on https://pancakeswap.finance/ for BUSD.
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Gameplay

Purchasing of chests,
NFTs and in-game characters
We stick to the basic principle that everything that can be bought for
real mon-ey in the game does not give an advantage in the gameplay,
and only does out-side of it.

There are 2 types of chests
The first type. Both in-game and presale
purchase available

• The cloak enables one to get more coins in case of a win.
At the end of the match, a multiplier is applied.

Gives 1 random collectible. Either 1 cloak, 1 magic wand, or
1 magic wallet.

• The magic wand enables one to play the game more
times a day with no in-come losses. After a particular
number of games, the income decreases by fac-tor of 5:
not in the game itself, but in the number of coins credited
to the game account following the end of the match.

The second type. In-game purchase only
Gives 3 random collectibles. 1 wand, 1 cloak and 1 wallet
are guaranteed.
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• The magic wallet enables one to cash out coins from the
game faster and with no penalty.

Purchasing of chests, nfts and in-game characters

All collectibles fall out of chests with varying
frequency. There are 6 types of rarity:
Legendary, Unique, Epic, Rare, Uncommon, Common

The table of bonuses and their rarity is given below.
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Chance

Rarity

Cloak

Wand

Wallet

0,5%

Legendary

10X coins

35 plays per day

In 5 days

2,5%

Unique

7X coins

30 plays per day

In 10 days

7%

Epic

6Х coins

27 plays per day

In 15 days

10%

Rare

5Х coins

23 plays per day

In 20 days

25%

Uncommon

4Х coins

17 plays per day

In 25 days

55%

Common

2X coins

12 plays per day

In 30 days

By default

X coins

7 plays per day

In 40 days

Purchasing of chests, nfts and in-game characters

With the game launch, the MetaMask account receives 1
free character. Every character has 3 slots: for 1 wand, 1
cloak and 1 wallet. These 3 collectibles are NFT collectibles
and fall out of chests or are bought on the secondary
market. One can switch between characters after running
out of free games.
An additional character can be bought and unlocked, or if
the initial character has any non-default cloak, wand and
wallet. That is, when buying an expensive chest in the game,
one automatically gets a new slot if one puts all the collectibles from that chest on the character.
Collectibles can be taken off the character in 3 days and
cannot be put on for another day after the removal.
Collectibles can be sold on the game market to-funft.com,
the commission of the project team is 5%.
If one cashes coins out on the same day, 50% commission is
to be paid. This percentage decreases daily according to the
type of wallet the character has.
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Purchasing of chests, nfts and in-game characters

Tokenomics, distribution
and coin unlocking
Project coin distribution. Total amount: 100.000.000
Group

Amount

Share

TGE

Pre-seed

2 000 000

2%

20% unlock monthly

Private sale

1 500 000

1,5%

20% unlock monthly

IDO

6 500 000

6.5%

20% unlock monthly

7%

16.7% unlock monthly from
the date of game launch

25%

Lock: 6 months
5% unlock monthly

20%

Lock: 6 months
5% unlock monthly

38%

10% monthly unlock over 1st 4 months and
20% monthly unloclk over following 3 months

Exchanges &
treasury
Team
Partners
Gaming
issuance
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7 000 000
25 000 000
20 000 000
38 000 000

Project seasons
1st season

4th season

Launching of the main mechanics, the coin,
the project promotion.

Creation of tournaments and leagues with rewards.
Addition of 1 map. Addi-tion of new NFTs

2nd season

5th season

Addition of player levels and rewards for completing levels.
New game mode: Battle Royale. Feedback on further
development from users.

Addition of new collectibles and NFTs to the store

3rd season
Game launching on Android. Addition of 1 map. Addition of
new collectibles to the store. New game mode. Coin staking
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Project roadmap
4Q 2021 Development of the MVP, launch on Android
and iOs platforms the basic gameplay with
no plat-to-earn mechanics
1Q 2022 Launch of the first version of the website, project
social media. Pro-ject promotion
2Q 2022 Launch two chest private sale. 5 contests.
3Q 2022 Public IDO Coin listing on Pancake.
3Q 2022 Launch of the 1st game season.
4Q 2022 Launch of the 2nd game season.
4Q 2022 Launch of the 3rd game season.
1Q 2023 Launch of the 4th game season.
2Q 2023 Launch of the 5th game season.
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Project team & advisors
Our international core team:

Kazbek Dzalaev

Hannah Ioffe

Amir Abdrashitov

Investor Relations Director

GameDesign director

Gaming Community Director

Responsible for working with
investors and placing ICO\IDO
game coins.

Responsible for the visual
component of our game.

Responsible for the interaction
between the development team
and the players.

Nik Karase

IKaros

Den Buko

Marketing team leader

The mysterious creator
and chronicler of LORE
on the game HexRoast

Marketing advisor

Developer of the project
structure, tokenomics.
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CEO of AMDG agency.

Official channels
Telegram channel
Telegram chat
Twitter
Instagram
Discord
Medium
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Economy
Sustainability of HRM coin is provided by various
integrated mechanisms:
• Limited number of coins, vesting and instruments
to avoid spontaneous sales.
• The Oracle system

Limited number of coins and
instruments to avoid spontaneous sales
The game has a limited number of coins of 100.000.000
Most of the coins expected to be used by the players in
the game to gain from various in-game instruments (i.e.
purchase of chests/characters, staking and etc.)
To support the supply/demand equation the vesting period
for coins hold by development team and early investors is
designed the way that the number of players grows faster
than the number of coins in circulation.
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• Coin staking system.
• Free economy of NFT collectibles. In-game purchases have
value outside the game.

Additional instrument to avoid spontaneous coin
withdrawal is a commission mechanism for cashing out
earned money from the game. The commission is 50% and
is reduced to 0 in 40 days. Consequently, most people will
wait for about 40 days. In the meantime, there would be a
temptation to buy an in-game chest with the money earned
or even buy coins with dollars to earn more.
In addition, there is a mechanism for limiting the number
of games available on a free account, which again pushes
a player who likes the game to buy NFT collectibles that
increase the number of games available.

Economy

The Oracle system

Coin staking system

This system is designed to maintain the coin value. It adjusts
the price of in-game chests and slots depending on the coin
rate on the exchanger.

The staking mechanism to be introduced in the second
game update and enables the increase of the coin value by
reducing the number of coins in circulation. Through the
staking players would receive special in-game collectibles
and bo-nuses serve as an incentive for using the system
allowing to:

The price of in-game chests and characters in $ remains
the same. However, all in-game purchases are made with
the game coin, whose value changes. Thus, the following
mechanics begin to work:
• When the coin rate decreases — players need more coins
to buy an in-game collectible.

• Reduce number of coins in circulation
(as a result – creating additional demand on coins)
• Stimulate holding the coins in a game.

• When the coin rate increases — players need fewer coins
to buy an in-game collectible.

The free economy of NFT subjects. In-game purchases
have value outside the game.
NFT collectibles from game chests circulate freely on https://tofunft.com/
which allow players to capitalize on game collectibles.
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Economy

